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Abstract
Most research on two-way wireless relaying networks (TWRNs) assumes perfect time synchronisation between the
terminals and among the relays. This is, however, difficult to accomplish as the terminals and relays are randomly
located. The lack of synchronisation causes inter-symbol interference which introduces a serious impairment and
negatively impacts the network’s performance. In this article, an enhanced interference cancellation (EIC)-based
detector is proposed to mitigate the experienced performance degradation while maintaining low complexity. It uses
an innovative iterative approach and also benefits of interference components of currently detected symbols using a
modified maximum likelihood (ML) scheme. As a result, it shows significant performance improvement compared to
the conventional detector under different conditions of imperfect synchronisation. In addition, two existing
interference cancellation detectors that are originally proposed for one-way WRNs are extended to TWRNs, even
though the timing error among the terminals is a unique issue for TWRNs and never occurs in one-way networks.
Unlike the existing literature, the proposed detectors apply to networks with an arbitrary number of multiple-antenna
relays. Numerical simulation is provided in terms of bit error rate, to show the improvement in performance when
compared to the conventional detector. Moreover, it is shown that the EIC detector outperforms the extended
detectors and provides 3 to 4 dB gain under moderate condition of imperfect synchronisation.
Keywords: Two-way wireless relaying networks; Imperfect synchronisation; Parallel interference cancellation;
Successive interference cancellation
1 Introduction
Recently, various data and voice services have been incor-
porated over modern wireless communication networks,
such as the Internet, video calling and gaming. These
networks are required to provide both high speed and
quality services to gain consumer satisfaction. The use of
multiple-antenna nodes in communications is a known
technology to increase capacity and improve reliability,
especially when compared with single-antenna node net-
works. This is known as multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) technology. This is, however, infeasible in some
applications due to the size, cost and environmental con-
straints [1]. The potential spatial diversity that arises from
the presence of multiple distributed nodes in a network
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can be exploited if suitable cooperation is arranged among
these nodes [2]. This creates a virtual MIMO network.
In [3], the use of a distributed space-time block code
(D-STBC) is suggested to exploit the spatial diversity
effectively and hence improve the link reliability signifi-
cantly. In addition, the D-STBCs increase the spectrum
efficiency of the network due to the allowance of simulta-
neous transmission from relays. However, this network is
still limited by half-duplex constraints. In other words, to
exchange a data packet between the connection terminals,
four time slots are required. In contrast, two-way wireless
relaying networks (TWRNs) have been proposed to halve
this number of required time slots. This is experienced
as the terminals are allowed to transmit simultaneously
too [4]. Due to the promising bandwidth efficiency, the
TWRN has drawn much interest in the literature [5-9].
However, in most pioneering research, a perfect timing
synchronisation between the terminals’ signal in the first
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phase of transmission as well as among the relays in the
next phase of transmission is assumed. Unfortunately, this
assumption is unrealistic or at the very least it imposes
conditions that will be difficult or even impossible to
achieve in a real-world network [10,11]. Consequently,
this makes the channel appears dispersive, and hence, the
structure of the code matrix is compromised [11,12]. This
introduces a serious impairment and negatively impacts
the network performance due to the rising inter-symbol
interference (ISI).
1.1 Prior work
Unlike one-way WRNs, two forms of imperfect timing
synchronisation exist in TWRNs. This is due to the dis-
persed nature of both the terminals and relays. So, this
different timing error is introduced between the received
signals of terminals at the relays and among the received
signals of relays at the terminals too. In [13], the authors
consider the timing error among the terminals and con-
clude that a significant performance degradation is intro-
duced but no mitigation strategy is offered. In [14], a
preamble structure is proposed for efficient synchroni-
sation among the terminals only. A delay-tolerant dis-
tributed space-time trellis code is proposed to conserve
high performance even under imperfect synchronisation
in [15]. However, this code functions in the binary field,
meaning it cannot be employed in amplify-and-forward
(AF) TWRNs. In [16-18], robust schemes against the
relaying timing error are proposed. They use a sufficient
cyclic prefix and/or performing physical-layer network
coding. These schemes may involve much higher com-
plexity and introduce a significant control overhead. In
addition, the inter-block interference among the relays
is not considered. In one-way WRNs, a number of low-
complexity methods have been proposed, notably parallel
interference cancellation (PIC) and successive interfer-
ence cancellation (SIC) [11,12]. Although the timing error
among the terminals is a unique issue for TWRNs and
never occurs in one-way networks, these methods can be
extended to TWRNs.
1.2 Our contribution
In summary and with respect to the current literature, our
contributions are threefold:
• A mathematical model is derived under a condition
of imperfect synchronisation for TWRNs with N
Ra-antenna relays, where N ,Ra ∈ N+. Also, it can be
used to evaluate a model for either orthogonal or
quasi-orthogonal linear dispersion STBCs.
• An enhanced interference cancellation (EIC)-based
detector is proposed for asynchronous TWRNs to
mitigate the experienced performance degradation. It
conducts the interference cancellation process in an
innovative iterative approach. It orders the
cancellation process according to the estimated
reliability of the available detected symbols. Unlike
[11,12], this detector shows higher performance,
particularly in the first iteration, as it reduces the
reliance on low-performance symbols. Moreover, the
EIC benefits from interference components of
currently detected symbols using a modified
maximum likelihood (ML) scheme.
• Both PIC- and SIC-based one-way detectors are
extended to work in TWRNs. They show a significant
performance improvement compared to the
conventional detectors.
1.3 Notations
In the rest of the paper, non-bold letters, bold lower-
case letters and bold capital letters will designate scalars,
vectors and matrices, respectively. For matrices A, AH ,
A∗ and AT denote the hermitian, the conjugate and the
transpose of A, respectively. 1(A, a, b) denotes the result
of shifting down each b row of A by a rows individu-
ally with zero padding. Similarly, 2(A, a, b) denotes the
result of shifting A as with 1(A, a, b) but in an upward
direction. For a vector v, v¯ = [(v)T ,(v)T ]T , where (.)
and (.) indicate the real and imaginary part, respectively.
The operator ⊗ is the Kronecker product. A Gaussian
distribution is denoted by CN (μ,2), with correspond-
ing mean μ and diagonal covariance matrix 2 with
value σ 2.
2 Networkmodel under a condition of imperfect
synchronisation
A TWRN consist of two terminals T1 and T2 that
exchange data through N relay nodes: Rn n = 1 · · ·N is
considered, see Figure 1. The terminals are single-antenna
nodes while the relays are equipped each with Ra,Ra ∈
N
+. The relays use linear dispersion STBC and employ
an AF relaying protocol. The transmission through the
network is conducted in two phases: in the first phase,
Figure 1 Two-way wireless relaying network (TWRN) model.
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the information is broadcast from the terminals to the
relays simultaneously. In the second phase, each relay
amplifies an encoded version of its received symbols and
then forwards it to the terminals. The total transmis-
sion power for the entire network is denoted by P and is
evenly divided between both phases and nodes. The chan-
nel through the network is assumed to be a quasi-static
Rayleigh fading channel. Like most TWRNs, it is assumed
that the channel coefficients remain constant for 2J con-
secutive channel uses, where J is the number of symbols
exchanged each transmission through the network [4-6].
The relays are assumed to be completely blind while per-
fect channel-state information (CSI) is assumed only at
the terminals.
Due to the factors such as different timing and dif-
ferent propagation delays, the accurate synchronisation
that is assumed among relays and between the terminals
is difficult to achieve [10]. Here, the TWRN is gener-
ally modelled under a condition of imperfect synchro-
nisation. Then, three instances of the general modelled
are evaluated for the following networks: (1) two dual-
antenna relays using the novel quasi-orthogonal STBC
(QO-STBC) of [5]; (2) two single-antenna relays using the
orthogonal Alamouit’s STBC of [19]; and (3) four single-
antenna relays using the QO-STBC of [20]. These models
are used later to examine the effectiveness of the proposed
detectors.
2.1 General network model
As mentioned, the transmission through TWRNs is con-
ducted in two phases.
Broadcasting phase (phase 1): the terminals transmit
simultaneously their M-ary PSK-/QAM-modulated sym-
bols that are denoted by x(i) = [x(i, 1), .., x(i, j), .., x(i, J)]T
and y(i) = [y(i, 1), .., y(i, j), .., y(i, J)]T , where i denotes
the information block index and J is the number of sym-
bols of each terminal in the broadcasting phase. Due to
the different timing and propagation delays, the transmit-
ting symbols arrive to the relays with a different delay:
τn. Similar to [11,12], a condition of τn ∈ [0, 0.5T] is
assumed, where T is the symbol signalling period. Thus,





















(gn(1) ⊗ (Qx(i) +Nx(i − 1)))
+√P2 (hn(1) ⊗ (Qy(i) +Ny(i − 1))) , (2)
where P1 and P2 are the power dedicated for the broad-
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]
.
Gn(0)=IJ⊗gn(0),Hn(0)=IJ⊗hn(0).Both gn(0)= [ gn,1(0),. . .,
gn,Ra (0)]T and hn(0) =[ hn,1(0), . . . , hn,Ra (0)]T are the cur-
rent time slot channel coefficient vectors for the T1-and-
Rn and T2-and-Rn links, respectively; gn(ν) and hn(ν) for
ν = 1, . . . ,∞ represent the composite effects of time delay
and the pulse shaping waveform (PSW) for the mentioned
links. As they are much less dominant, both gn(ν) and gn(ν)
for ν = 2, . . . ,∞ can be truncated [12]. The strength of
gn(1) or hn(1) can be represented by (3). It is worth noting
that regardless of which PSW is used, αn = 0 for τn = 0,





Assuming an availability of full-duplex terminals, a
direct transmission (DT) link between the terminals
exists. This case is not common in TWRNs, and hence,












(i) = √P1 f xJ×1(i) + δ2J×1(i), (5)
where f ( f ∼ CN (0, 1)) is the channel coefficient for the
link between T1 and T2. The vector δk , δk ∼ CN (0, 1),
is the noise vector at Tk . The detection result of the DT
links, denoted later by xˆDT(i) and yˆDT(i), can be carried
through a conventional ML detector [11,20].
Relaying phase (phase 2): according to the used code, each
relay combines the received symbol vector into a new















∀j = 1, . . . , J ,
(6)
whereA(j)n andB(j)n are the encodingmatrices that are used
by Rn to construct its corresponding part of the employed
code in a distributive manner. β is the power amplifica-
tion gain that is used to normalise the average power per
antenna of each relay to be pr . These resulting symbols
are then forwarded simultaneously from all participating
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relays to the terminals. Again, interference terms due to
the imperfect time synchronisation among relays arise at
the terminals (see Figure 2).
Due to the similarity, only the received signal at T1 is




















gT1 (0)A(1)1 gT2 (0)A(1)2 · · · gTN (0)A(1)N
gT1 (0)A(2)1 gT2 (0)A(2)2 · · · gTN (0)A(2)N
... . . . . . .
...






gT1 (0)B(1)1 gT2 (0)B(1)2 · · · gTN (0)B(1)N
gT1 (0)B(2)1 gT2 (0)B(2)2 · · · gTN (0)B(2)N
... . . . . . .
...
gT1 (0)B(J)1 gT2 (0)B(J)2 · · · gTN (0)B(J)N
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,
G(0)=[GT1 (0),· · ·,GTN (0)]T , and H(0)=[HT1 (0),· · ·,HTN (0)]T .
The noise terms at T1 can be modelled equivalently as
ζ1
J×1
= β ((Ag(0) + 1(Âg(1), 1, J)) v
+ (Bg(0) + 1(B̂g(1), 1, J)) v∗)+ η1, (8)
where v = [vT1 , · · · , vTN ]T and η1 ∈ CN (0, 1). Both Ag(1)





gT1 (1)A(1)1 gT2 (1)A(1)2 · · · gTN (1)A(1)N
gT1 (1)A(2)1 gT2 (1)A(2)2 · · · gTN (1)A(2)N
... . . . . . .
...






gT1 (1)B(1)1 gT2 (1)B(1)2 · · · gTN (1)B(1)N
gT1 (1)B(2)1 gT2 (1)B(2)2 · · · gTN (1)B(2)N
... . . . . . .
...
gT1 (1)B(J)1 gT2 (1)B(J)2 · · · gTN (1)B(J)N
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
All interference terms received at T1 that resulted due
to the imperfect synchronisation in the two phases of
transmission can be model as





((Ag(0)1(G(1),Ra,RaJ) + 1(Ag(1), 1, J)
× (G(0) + 1(G(1),Ra,RaJ))) x(i)
+ (Bg(0)1(G∗(1),Ra,RaJ) + 1(Bg(1), 1, J)





((Ag(0)2(G(1),Ra( J − 1),RaJ)
+ 2(Ag(1), J − 1, J)G(0)
) x(i − 1)
+ (Bg(0)2(G(1)∗,Ra( J − 1),RaJ)
+ 2(Bg(1), J − 1, J)G∗(0)
) x∗(i − 1)
+ 2(Ag(1), J − 1, J)2(G(1),Ra( J − 1),RaJ)x(i − 2)




Figure 2 The relays’ signal at T1 under imperfect synchronisation.





C3︷ ︸︸ ︷(Ag(0)1(H(1),Ra,RaJ)+1(Ag(1) , 1, J) (H(0)+1(H(1),Ra,RaJ))) y(i)
+







((Ag(0)2(H(1),Ra( J − 1),RaJ)
+ 2(Ag(1), J − 1, J)H(0)
) y(i − 1)
+ (Bg(0)2(H(1)∗,Ra( J − 1),RaJ)
+ 2(Bg(1), J − 1, J)H∗(0)
) y∗(i − 1)
+ 2(Ag(1), J − 1, J)2(H(1),Ra( J − 1),RaJ)y(i − 2)




whereG(1)=[GT1 (1),· · ·,GTN (1)]T,H(1)=[HT1 (1),· · ·,HTN (1)]T,
Gn(1) = IJ ⊗gn(1), andHn(1) = IJ ⊗hn(1). With some alge-
braic manipulations, Equation 7 can be rearranged and























[(C1 +D1) (−C1 +D1)






[(C2 +D2) (−C2 +D2)







[(C3 +D3) (−C3 +D3)
(C3 +D3) (C3 −D3)
]
. (17)
It is worth noting that the interference term q0,y(i) is
written in terms of transmitting symbols in (17) as the
proposed detector requires it to be in this form.
2.2 Two dual-antenna relay TWRNs using QO-STBC
In [5], a novel class of D-QO-STBC is proposed for
TWRNs with a number N of dual-antenna relays. This
code class is promising as it can achieve the maximum
coding gain and the optimal diversity gain while main-
taining low decoding complexity. For TWRNs employ-
ing the mentioned codes, the general network model is
evaluated under imperfect synchronisation, meaning that
Ra = 2 and N = 2. The encoding matrices used by
this network are shown above the Equation 18 of [5].
The data exchanged is x(i) =[ x(i, 1), . . . , x(i, 4)]T and




gT1 (0)g1(0) 0 gT2 (0)g2(0) 0
0 gT1 (0)g1(0) 0 gT2 (0)g2(0)
gT2 (0)g2(0) 0 gT1 (0)g1(0) 0




0 gT1 (0)Jg∗1(0) 0 gT2 (0)Jg∗2(0)
gH1 (0)Jg1(0) 0 gH2 (0)Jg2(0) 0
0 gT2 (0)Jg∗2(0) 0 gT1 (0)Jg∗1(0)





gT1 (0)h1(0) 0 gT2 (0)h2(0) 0
0 gT1 (0)h1(0) 0 gT2 (0)h2(0)
gT2 (0)h2(0) 0 gT1 (0)h1(0) 0




0 gT1 (0)Jh∗1(0) 0 gT2 (0)Jh∗2(0)
hH1 (0)Jg1(0) 0 hH2 (0)Jg2(0) 0
0 gT2 (0)Jh∗2(0) 0 gT1 (0)Jh∗1(0)

























































(2gT1 (0)g1(0)x(i − 1, 4) + gT2 (0)g2(1)x(i − 1, 2) − gT1 (1)Jg∗1(0)x∗(i − 1, 3)−gT2 (1)Jg∗2(0)x∗(i − 1, 1) − gT2 (1)Jg∗2(1)x∗(i − 2, 4))−gT1 (0)Jg∗1(1)x∗(i − 1, 4)
gT2 (0)g2(1)x(i − 1, 4)
−gT2 (0)Jg∗2(1)x∗(i − 1, 4)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,
(21)







(gT2 (1)h2(0)x(i − 1, 2) − gT1 (1)Jh∗1(0)x∗(i − 1, 3) − gT2 (1)Jh∗2(0)x∗(i − 1, 1)
−gT2 (1)Jh∗2(1)x∗(i − 2, 4) + (gT2 (0)h1(1) + gT1 (0)h1(1))x(i − 1, 4))−gT1 (0)Jh∗1(1)x∗(i − 1, 4)
gT2 (0)h2(1)x(i − 1, 4)





[q0,x(i, 1),q0,x(i, 2),q0,x(i, 3),q0,x(i, 4)]T ,
respectively, where
q0,x(i, 1) = gT2 (0)g1(1)x(i, 2) + gT1 (0)Jg∗1(1)x∗(i, 1)
+ gT2 (0)Jg∗2(1)x∗(i, 3),
(23)
q0,x(i, 2) = 2gT1 (0)g1(1)x(i, 1) + 2gT2 (0)g2(1)x(i, 3)
+ gT2 (1)Jg∗2(0)x∗(i, 4) + gT1 (1)Jg∗1(1)x∗(i, 1)
+ gT2 (1)Jg∗2(1)x∗(i, 3) + gT2 (1)g2(1)x(i, 2)
+ (gT1 (1)Jg∗1(0) − gT2 (0)Jg∗2(1))x∗(i, 2),
(24)
q0,x(i, 3) = 2gT1 (0)g1(1)x(i, 2) + gT2 (0)g2(1)x(i, 4)
− gT2 (1)Jg∗2(1)x∗(i, 2) + gT1 (1)g1(1)x(i, 1)
+ gT2 (1)g2(1)x(i, 3) − (gT1 (1)Jg∗1(0)
− gT2 (0)Jg∗2(1))x∗(i, 2) + (gT1 (0)Jg∗1(1)
− gT2 (1)Jg∗2(0))x∗(i, 3),
(25)
and
q0,x(i, 4) = 2gT1 (0)g1(1)x(i, 3) + 2gT2 (0)g2(1)x(i, 1)
+ gT1 (1)Jg∗1(0)x∗(i, 4) + gT1 (1)Jg∗1(1)x∗(i, 3)
+ gT2 (1)Jg∗2(1)x∗(i, 1) + gT1 (1)g1(1)x(i, 2)
− (gT1 (0)Jg∗1(1) − gT2 (1)Jg∗2(0))x∗(i, 2).
(26)
2.3 Two-relay TWRNs using Alamouti’s STBC
Another instance is shown here for a case of two single-
antenna relay TWRNs, meaning that Ra = 1 and N = 2.
This network uses Alamouti’s STBC that is proposed in
[19]. The encoding matrices used by these relays in this
network are shown in [20]. This is an orthogonal STBC
and full-rate code. The data exchanged through the net-
work is x(i) =[ x(i, 1), x(i, 2)]T and y(i) =[ y(i, 1), y(i, 2)]T .










































(|g2(1)|2x∗(i − 2, 2) + g2(1)g∗2 (0)x∗(i − 1, 1)
+2g1(0)g1(1)x(i − 1, 2))







((g1(0)h1(1) + g1(1)h1(0))x(i − 1, 2)
+g2(1)h2(0)x∗(i − 1, 1) + g2(1)h2(1)x∗(i − 2, 2))













2.4 Four-relay TWRNs using QO-STBC
A TWRN with four single-antenna relays that use QO-
STBC from [20] is evaluated, meaning that Ra = 1, N = 4
and J = 4. This network along with the encoding matrices
is shown in [9]. The instance model can be represented as
C1 =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
g21 (0) 0 0 g24 (0)
0 g21 (0) −g24 (0) 0
0 −g24 (0) g21 (0) 0




0 −|g2(0)|2 −|g3(0)|2 0
|g2(0)|2 0 0 −|g3(0)|2
|g3(0)|2 0 0 −|g2(0)|2
0 |g3(0)|2 |g2(0)|2 0
⎤⎥⎥⎦ ,
(33)




g1(0)h1(0) 0 0 g4(0)h4(0)
0 g1(0)h1(0) −g4(0)h4(0) 0
0 −g4(0)h4(0) g1(0)h1(0) 0




0 −g2(0)h∗2(0) −g3(0)h∗3(0) 0
g2(0)h∗2(0) 0 0 −g3(0)h∗3(0)
g3(0)h∗3(0) 0 0 −g2(0)h∗2(0)






0 0 g4(0)h4(1) 0
(g1(0)h1(1)






























The values of q1,x,q1,y and q0,x are given by
q1,x(i) =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
(g24 (1)x(i − 2, 4) + g4(0)g4(1)x(i − 1, 1) + g2(1)g∗2 (0)x∗(i − 1, 3)
+g3(1)g∗3 (0)x∗(i − 1, 2) + 2g1(0)g1(1)x(i − 1, 4))
g2(0)g∗2 (1)x∗(i − 1, 4)
g3(0)g∗3 (1)x∗(i − 1, 4)












[q0,x(i, 1),q0,x(i, 2),q0,x(i, 3),q0,x(i, 4)]T ,
respectively, where
q0,x(i, 1) = g4(0)g4(1)x(i, 3) − g3(0)g∗3 (1)x∗(i, 2)
− g2(0)g∗2 (1)x∗(i, 1),
(38)
q0,x(i, 2) = −|g2(1)|2x∗(i, 1) − (|g3(1)|2 + g2(1)g∗2 (0))x∗(i, 2)
− (g3(0)g∗3 (1) + g3(1)g∗3 (0))x∗(i, 3) + g24 (1)x(i, 3)




(−g24 (1)+2g1(0)g1(1)) x(i, 2)−(g4(0)g4(1)−g21 (1))
× x(i, 1) + g2(1)g∗2 (0)x∗(i, 1) − (g2(0)g∗2 (1)






g3(0)g∗3 (1) + g3(1)g∗3 (0)
) x∗(i, 1) − (g4(0)g4(1) − g21 (1))
× x(i, 2) + g2(0)g∗2 (1)x∗(i, 2) − g24 (1)x(i, 1)




In this section, the conventional detector is outlined, and
then, the two existing detectors of [11,12] are extended
for TWRNs. In addition, an enhanced detector is pro-
posed. Its performance outperforms that of the extended
detectors.
3.1 Conventional detector
• Self-interference cancellation:˜¯z1(i) = z¯1(i) −√P1βGGx¯(i). (42)
• Equalisation process: obtain the equalised vector u1
by
u1(i) = GHH˜¯z1(i) = √P2βHy¯(i)
+√P2βBy¯+GHH(q¯1,y + q¯0,x + q¯1,x) +GHHζ¯1,
(43)
whereH = GHHGH and B = GHHGq.• Group decoding: assuming a code with L decoding
groups, the decoding can be carried through (if the
used code is fully orthogonal, then L = J , see [20]),
ŷl(i) = argmin
yl∈S( J/L)×1
||dl(i) −Hly¯l|2},∀l = 1, . . . , L,
(44)
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where ŷl is the vector contained the estimation result
of symbol group l. Both dl andHl are the
corresponding elements of the group l of the u1 and
H, respectively. For example, for a code of Section 2.2
that has J = 4, L = 2, its indices are s1 =[ 1, 3] and
s2 =[ 2, 4] for the first group and second group,
respectively. Accordingly,





















h11 h12 h13 h14
h31 h32 h33 h34
h51 h52 h53 h54
h71 h72 h73 h74
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,H2 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
h21 h22 h23 h24
h41 h42 h43 h44
h61 h62 h53 h64
h81 h82 h83 h84
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
asH for this code is modelled as
H =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
h11 0 h12 0 h13 0 h14 0
0 h21 0 h22 0 h23 0 h24
h31 0 h32 0 h33 0 h34 0
0 h41 0 h42 0 h43 0 h44
h51 0 h52 0 h53 0 h54 0
0 h61 0 h62 0 h63 0 h64
h71 0 h72 0 h73 0 h74 0
0 h81 0 h82 0 h83 0 h84
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.
Due to the interference components in (43), the
designed code matrix is compromised. Unless an inter-
ference cancellation is used, a significant performance
degradation is introduced.
3.2 Existing IC detectors
As mentioned, the PIC- and SIC-based detectors are pro-
posed for one-way WRNs [11,12]. Here, these detectors
are extended for TWRNs. Unlike one-way networks, the
interference that arises due to the imperfect synchro-
nisation in TWRNs originates from two sources and is
introduced in the two phases of transmission. The terms,
from the current processing terminals, are known to the
terminal, and hence, both q0,x(i) and q1,x(i) can be elimi-
nated completely. In addition, if the transmission has been
initialised properly, q1,y(i) can be cancelled as well. This
can be conducted through the modified version of the
self-interference cancellation step of Section 3.1 as
• Self-interference cancellation:
˜¯z01 = ˜¯z1 − q¯0,x − q¯1,x − q¯1,y
= √P2βGHy¯+ q¯0,y + ζ¯ 1. (45)
Most IC detectors differ in how they deal with the
current-block interference term (q0,y). However, they are
all reliant on initialisation of the interference cancellation
process by the DT detected symbols and feeding of the
results into a new iteration of the cancellation and decod-
ing process [12]. In addition to the mentioned difference
between the one-way and two-way networks, the DT link
is not commonly feasible in the TWRNs as it requires
full-duplex terminals.
3.2.1 Extended PIC-based detector
Here, the PIC-based detector of [12] proposed for one-
way WRNs is extended for TWRNs to combat the perfor-
mance degradation due to the imperfect synchronisation.
In [21], the PIC-based detector is used for TWRNs with
only two relays that employ Alamouti’s orthogonal STBC
code. In contrast, the PIC-based detector is extended
here for the TWRN with N Ra-antenna relays and can
employ either an orthogonal or quasi-orthogonal STBC.
The extended PIC can be conducted through
Algorithm 1 Extended PIC-based detector for TWRNs
1. Set k = 0.
2. Initialise y(k) using the DT detection results ŷDT; if the
DT link exists, see (4) and (5). Otherwise, set y(k) using
the result of the conventional detector that is shown in
Section 3.1 applied to˜¯z01 of (45).
3. Set k = k + 1 and remove more ISI by calculating˜¯z0,(k)1 = ˜¯z01 − q¯(k−1)0,y , where q(k−1)0,y is evaluated through
(12) using the current value of y(k−1).
4. Update y(k) using the result of the conventional
detector of Section 3.1 applied to˜¯z0,(k)1 .
5. Go back to step 3 until k ≥ K .
3.2.2 Extended SIC-based detector
In [11], a SIC-based detector is proposed to combat
the performance degradation in one-way WRNs due to
the imperfect synchronisation. This detector is designed
for a network with four relays that employ the decode-
and-forward relaying protocol and the orthogonal STBC
codes. It was shown that the SIC-based detector pro-
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posed converges faster than the existing PIC ones due
to the successive behaviour of the interference cancel-
lation process. In [8], a SIC-based detector is designed
for TWRNs that employ Alamouti’s orthogonal STBC.
Similar to the former section, the SIC-based detector is
extended for TWRNs with an arbitrary number of relays
and can either use orthogonal STBC or quasi-orthogonal
STBCs.
Algorithm 2 Extended SIC-based detector for TWRN.
1. Set k = 0.
2. Initialise y(k) using the DT detection results ŷDT; if the
DT link is exists, see (4) and (5). Otherwise, set y(k)
using the result of the conventional detector that is
shown in Section 3.1 applied to˜¯z01 of (45).
3. Assuming a L-decoding groups STBC is employed,
determine the detection order w by comparing
‖Bl‖2 ,∀l = 1, . . . , L. For example, for the network in
Section 2.2, set w =[ 1, 2] if ‖B1‖2 ≤ ‖B2‖2 and
otherwise, set w =[ 2, 1].
4. Set k = k + 1 and w value by the first value of the order
vector w.
5. Remove more ISI by calculating
u0,(k+1) = GHH˜¯z01 −B (y¯(k))∗using the current available
detected symbols y(k).
6. Estimate the symbols within the group w (̂y¯w) using the
conventional detector of Section 3.1 applied for u¯w.
7. Update the corresponding symbols of the group w in
y(k) by the result obtained in the previous step.
8. Set w value by the next value of the order vector w.
Otherwise, set w = 0.
9. If w = 0 go to step 10. Otherwise, go back to step 5.
10. Go back to step 4 until k ≥ K .
3.3 Proposed detector
The idea behind the new detector is firstly explained, and
then, its steps are designed. Unlike the existing detec-
tors, the proposed detector tries to cancel the terms
that must be eliminated and tries to benefit from the
other terms in an innovative manner. Therefore, the
achieved performance is enhanced as the reliance on
the first low-performance conventional detection result is
reduced. The enhancements are particularly clear in the
first iteration of the detection process.
The explanation is conducted for the network shown in
Section 2.2. Rewriting (45) for illustration purposes as
˜¯z01(i) = √P2βGHy¯(i) +√P2βGqy¯(i) + ζ¯ 1(i), (46)
and assuming that the second, fourth, sixth and eighth
columns of Gq are zeros, then the equalisation process
u1(i) = GHH˜¯z01(i) leads to (ignoring non-important terms):
u1(i) =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
h11 0 h12 0 h13 0 h14 0
0 h21 0 h22 0 h23 0 h24
h31 0 h32 0 h33 0 h34 0
0 h41 0 h42 0 h43 0 h44
h51 0 h52 0 h53 0 h54 0
0 h61 0 h62 0 h63 0 h64
h71 0 h72 0 h73 0 h74 0





b111 0 b112 0 b113 0 b114 0
b121 0 b122 0 b123 0 b124 0
b131 0 b132 0 b133 0 b134 0
b141 0 b142 0 b143 0 b144 0
b151 0 b152 0 b153 0 b154 0
b161 0 b162 0 b163 0 b164 0
b171 0 b172 0 b173 0 b174 0




Notice that all of the first, third, fifth and seventh time
slots of u1(i) are independent of y(i, 2) and y(i, 4). There-
fore, the first group of symbols
(
y1(i) =
[y(i, 1), y(i, 3)]T)
can be detected independently through these mentioned




h11 0 h12 0 h13 0 h14 0
0 h21 0 h22 0 h23 0 h24
h31 0 h32 0 h33 0 h34 0
0 h41 0 h42 0 h43 0 h44
h51 0 h52 0 h53 0 h54 0
0 h61 0 h62 0 h63 0 h64
h71 0 h72 0 h73 0 h74 0





0 b211 0 b212 0 b213 0 b214
0 b221 0 b222 0 b223 0 b224
0 b231 0 b232 0 b233 0 b234
0 b241 0 b242 0 b243 0 b244
0 b251 0 b252 0 b253 0 b254
0 b261 0 b262 0 b263 0 b264
0 b271 0 b272 0 b273 0 b274
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if the first, third, fifth and seventh columns of Gq
are zeros. This leads to the second group of symbols(
y2(i) =
[y(i, 2), y(i, 4)]T) which can be detected inde-
pendently through second, fourth, sixth and eighth time
slots of u1(i), denoted as u1,2(i).
Assuming that the mentioned assumptions hold, the




|u¯1,l − (Hly¯l + Bly¯l) |2, (49)
where H = GHHGH and B = GHHGq. Hl and Bl are the
matrices that contained the corresponding elements of the
group l fromH and B, respectively. For example, for (46):
H1(i) =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
h11 h12 h13 h14
h31 h32 h33 h34
h51 h52 h53 h54
h71 h72 h73 h74
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,B1 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
b111 b112 b113 b114
b131 b132 b133 b134
b151 b152 b153 b154






h21 h12 h23 h24
h41 h42 h43 h44
h61 h62 h63 h64
h81 h82 h83 h84
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,B2 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
b221 b222 b223 b224
b241 b242 b243 b244
b261 b262 b263 b264
b281 b282 b283 b284
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
(51)
We now consider a method for cancelling these
columns, and specifically, the order in which they are
cancelled. Similar to all IC detectors, a subtraction of
interference terms of the corresponding time slots is pro-
posed. Logically, the ordering should be according to the
ordering of reliability of available detected symbols. This
Table 1 The configurations of the simulated Networks
Denoted by Used code Network configurations
Network 1 Novel QO-STBC of [5] TWRN with two dual-antenna
relays; terminals are half-duplex
nodes.
Network 2 Novel QO-STBC of [5] TWRN with two dual-antenna
relays; terminals are full-duplex
nodes.
Network 3 Alamouti’s STBC
of [8,19]
TWRN with two single-antenna
relays; terminals are half-duplex
nodes.
Network 4 QO-STBC of [9] TWRN with four single-antenna
relays; terminals are half-duplex
nodes.
can be achieved by estimating which time slots have a
better signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The estimation of SNR
values can be done through a two-phase training pilot
sequence for channel estimation [22,23] and traditionally
as in [24,25] if the DT link exists. Consequently, better
performance is achieved, particularly in the first itera-
tion of the EIC detector, and hence, faster convergence is
achieved in the consequent iteration.
Algorithm 3 EIC-based detector for TWRNs.
1. Set k = 0 and initialise y(k) using the DT detection
results ŷDT; if the DT link exists, see (4) and (5).
Otherwise, set y(k) using the result of the conventional
detector that is shown in Section 3.1 applied to˜¯z01 of
(45).
2. Assuming a L-decoding groups STBC is employed,
determine the detection order w by comparing the
estimating values of the instantaneous SNRs for all
l = 1, . . . , L. For example, for the network in
Section 2.2, set w =[ 1, 2, 0] if γ1 ≤ γ2. Otherwise, set
w =[ 2, 1, 0]. If a DT link exists, the detection order of
the first iteration is determined through the DT link
symbols rather than the second phase symbols.
3. Set k = k + 1 and w value by the first value of the order
vector w.
4. For the current processing group w, remove more ISI
by calculating˜¯z0,(k)1 = ˜¯z01 − q¯(k)0,y , (52)
where q(k)0,y is evaluated through (12) using the
previously detected symbols y(k−1) and by setting the
corresponding columns of the other groups of B to
zeros. (For example, for the network in Section 2.2,
these columns are the second, fourth, sixth and eighth
columns if w = 1 and the first, third, fifth and seventh
columns when w = 2).
5. Estimate the symbols of the current processing group
through (49) using the last recent value of˜¯z0,(k)1 , where
l = w.
6. Update the corresponding symbols of the group w in
y(k) by the result obtained in step 5.
7. Set w value by the next value of the order vector w.
8. If w = 0 go to step 10. Otherwise, go back to step 5.
9. Go back to step 4 until k ≥ K .
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Figure 3 The BER using PIC, SIC and EIC detectors under a condition of α = −5 dB in Network 1.
4 Simulation results and discussion
In terms of bit error rate (BER), simulation results are pre-
sented to demonstrate the performance of the proposed
detector under different conditions of imperfect synchro-
nisation. Also, the results of both the extended PIC- and
SIC-based detectors are included. The simulation uses
4-QAM Gray coded modulation over a Rayleigh fading
channel. The configurations of simulated networks are
shown in Table 1. The power loading scheme for each net-
work is similar to the network under a condition of perfect
synchronisation.
Network 1 is simulated under a condition of α = −5
and −3 dB in Figures 3 and 4, respectively. Figure 3
shows that even under a limited condition of imper-
fect synchronisation, much performance degradation is
experienced if the conventional detector is used. This
degradation can be mitigated if the extended PIC- and
SIC-based detectors are used and better when the pro-
posed EIC detector is used. Due to the innovative cancel-
lation used, one iteration of EIC can offer a performance
close to the performance of two iterations of either the
PIC or SIC detector. In addition, it can offer a three
Figure 4 The BER using PIC, SIC and EIC detectors under a condition of α = −3 dB in Network 1.
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Figure 5 The BER using PIC, SIC and EIC detectors a condition of α = 0 dB in Network 1 and Network 2.
to four SNR gain within two iterations to get a BER
of 10−3 over the SIC and PIC detector, respectively. In
Figure 4, the network is simulated under a condition of
−3 dB imperfect synchronisation. The performance of the
extended detectors is degraded, but they are still effec-
tive compared to the conventional detector. In contrast,
the EIC detector outperforms the extended detectors and
shows a performance closer to the perfect synchronisation
condition.
In Figure 5, the simulation results of Network 1 and
Network 2 are included for the proposed and extended
detector under a condition of α = 0 dB. This condi-
tion corresponds to the most severe value of time mis-
alignment. In spite of severe timing errors, the proposed
detector still outperforms the extended ones and performs
much better than the conventional detector. It is worth
noting that the EIC detector fails to achieve performance
close to perfect synchronisation under this severe condi-
tion in the event of no DT link but it is still effective in the
case where it exists.
The simulation results of using the proposed detectors
in Network 3 and Network 4 are shown in Figures 6 and 7,
Figure 6 The BER using PIC, SIC and EIC detectors under a condition of α = −3 dB in Network 3.
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Figure 7 The BER using PIC, SIC and EIC detectors under a condition of α = −3 dB in Network 4.
respectively. They are simulated under a moderate condi-
tion of imperfect synchronisation, α = −3 dB. The figures
show that these detectors are designed not only for partic-
ular networks as in [11,12] but also for any TWRNs with
N Ra-antenna relays. In addition, they can be used for an
orthogonal or quasi-orthogonal linear dispersion STBC. It
can be concluded that the EIC detector outperforms the
extended detectors and these extended detectors are still
effective compared to the conventional detector.
5 Conclusions
A TWRN employing either quasi-orthogonal or orthog-
onal STBC was considered under imperfect synchronisa-
tion. The network consisted of two terminals exchanging
data through N Ra-antenna relays. The relays employed
the AF relaying protocol. The general model was derived
for the considered network under a condition of imperfect
synchronization, and then, instances were evaluated for
the case of two single-antenna relays, two dual-antenna
relays and four single-antenna relays. Both PIC- and SIC-
based detectors which were proposed previously for one-
way relaying networks were extended here for TWRNs to
mitigate the performance degradation due to the imper-
fect synchronisation. In addition, an EIC-based detec-
tor was proposed while maintaining low computational
complexity. This detector showed better performance
improvement as it is based on an innovative iterative
cancellation process and it reduces the dependency on
low-performance symbols. The simulation results show
in terms of bit error rate that significant performance
improvement can be gained compared to the conventional
detector. Moreover, the proposed detector achieved better
performance compared to the extended detectors under
all conditions of imperfect synchronisation.
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